
Isaac Newton
1642-1727



If we peel his 
face off 
alla Jack the Ripper….



above: Photoshopped face from
the painting shown in last slide.

We can compare it to his
actual death mask, a cast
of which was owned by
Thomas Jefferson.



Late 1660s
Newton built his first reflecting
telescope.  He cast and ground
the mirror and made the tube
and the mount himself.  It was
ca. 6” long but nearly x40 in
power.  This was the
equivalent of a 6’ refracting
telescope of the day.
This was his first entry into the
scientific community.



Newton drew this for a French ed. of Opticks.  It says, “Light doesn’t vary color when refracted.”
Nec variat lux fracta colorem.  More literally: Light doesn’t change when broken into color.  I

colorized it to for clarity.





Robert Hooke’s
Micrographia -1665

This book also
contains Hooke’s

theory of light.  It was
more of a wave-style

theory, whereas
Newton’s was

essentailly
corpuscular. Hooke
was super annoyed

with this young
whipersnapper

stepping into his turf.
It’s a really

interesting book.





Largely because of Hooke’s
criticisms, Newton didn’t
publish his optical theories
until Hooke died in 1703.



1644 Descartes' Principia philosophiae

1687 Newton’s Philosophiae Naturalis
Principia Mathematica

Principles of philosophy

or

Mathematical principles of
natural philosophy

Which sounds more hard core?





Descartes was perceived as an enemy by many people, especially in
England, in large part because his mechanistic theories seemed to imply
atheisem.  Yet he had ardent supporters especially on the Continent.  His

physical theories were readily grasped and made a lot of sense in the
context.  He also didn’t write using tons of math and cryptic geometries.



Principia: Newton’s 3 Laws of Motion

1. Inertial Law: an object at rest tends to stay at rest and that an object
in uniform motion tends to stay in uniform motion unless acted
upon by a net external force. This implies dv/dt=0, which allows
one to start to define time.  This was previously explored by both
Descartes and Galileo, but Newton clearly gives credit to Galileo
and completely ignores Descartes’ contribution.

2. The force law: Anachronistically, F=ma (vectorally) – states that an
applied force, F, on an object equals the time rate of change of its
momentum, p.  F as we call it was actually vis in Latin, like
pounding force.  dp/dt is closer to how Newton puts it, although he
certainly doesn’t use the Leibnitzian notation. Huygens had used
limited versions of this law before Newton generalized it and
Descartes was very active in studies of momentum, p, but again,
Newton was lothe to ever give any credit to Descartes.



3. Newton's Third Law states that for
every action there is an equal and
opposite reaction. This is all Newton.

Principia also is the book which lays
out his theory of gravitation.
Previously Hooke had proposed a 1/r
dependent force for gravity, like a
spring force. [Recall that Hooke’s Law
of Springs is F=-kx, for a 1-D system
along x.]  He imagined the moon was
attached to the earth by some sort of
spring force.  Newton came up with his
1/r2 law.  Newton also dispels with the
idea of Cartesian vortices by showing
that they are incompatible with Kepler’s
laws.



What I find striking about the gravitational law
is that instead of Kepler’s Platonic solids, it’s

the cone that is the answer.  Elliptical orbits and
parabolic trajectories and hyperbolic course

corrections.  We don’t see this because we do all
of this in algebraic terms, not geometric.





But you have to admit that Kepler doesn’t look quite so strange
when you see that it is derived from the geometries of the cone,
the properties of which were well understood by Apollonius of

Perga ca. 200 BC.



Principia was probably written and published as a response to Hooke’s
challenge: How to describe an elliptical orbit using a force equation.
What sort of force will cause an ellipse.  Newton gave Hooke no credit
in Principia.  [Typical Newton.]

Principia was not written using algebraic notation, it was instead written
in geometry which is wholly unsuitable to many of the arguments.  Few
people in his day or ours can wade through the lengthy and often obtuse
geometrical arguments.  But, as I like to point out, the geometrical
method puts some flesh on the mathematical bones.

Principia was received by Cartesians at best as an impressive
mathematical exercise, but it didn’t seem to them to be physics.  It
seemed to them that Newton was like the guy who can do crossword
puzzles really well but cannot write a good poem or story.

John Locke thought he liked it, but couldn’t do most of the math.  But he
liked its implications.



The reasons for his using geometry are the subject of much debate.  Most
tend to think that he wanted his mathematical ideas to be accessible only
to those who could really do the math, to keep the book out of reach
from uneducated and opinionated fools.  Or perhaps Newton just thought
in geometry.  Or perhaps Newton was not that good at using algebraic
methods?  His form of calculus was not very easy to use and has been
totally supplanted by Leibniz’s form.

Principia was so difficult that they didn’t even teach it in the 1690s and
early 1700s in English universities.  They taught Descartes with bits of
Newton thrown in.

Regionally:
-The English loved him.
-The Dutch tended to like Newton.
-The French didn’t like him at first.  He attacked both Descartes and Leibniz.  But by the mid-
18th c. Voltaire was Newton’s champion in France and he promoted his theories with a passion.
(Lady Chatelet was the brain behind this promotion.)  Major change in Newton’s popularity.
-The Italians liked him since he gave so much credit to Galileo but sometimes presented him as
an Aristotelian.





Pretty clever and yet juvenile if you ask me.



PV=K  (assuming constant temp.) movie



Galileo’s longitude idea.  Newton liked this too.
Use the moons of Jupiter as a clock that all could see, assuming it was
night time, not cloudy, and you had a good enough telescope, and a
good enough tripod to make it stop shaking about.

The 4 moons that Galileo knew about (there are actually 63 Jovian
satellites) are as follows:

Io: 3,643km in diameter;  T= 1.769 days;  SemiMaj.Axis= 422k km
Europa: 3,122km in diameter T= 3.551 days; SMA= 671k km
Ganymede: 5,262km in diameter T= 7.154 days; SMA= 1070k km
Callisto: 4,821km in diameter T= 16.69 days; SMA= 1883k km

The trick would be to be able to identify what moon is what and then
measure it on some sort of linear scale to determine the time.



Jupiter’s moon, Io (or any of the other moons), could be used as a giant
clock visible from all places on the planet (in theory).  All you had to do

was find it with your telescope and do some simple math.  Finding it
from a ship was pretty difficult.  Of course, accuracy would be measured
in how well you could locate it in relation to Jupiter and the other moons.

This proved to be techhnically impossible to any reasonable degree of
accuracy.  [This description is simplified a bit for clarity.]


